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Date audit took place 26

December 2006 to August 2007 27 

 28

Name and address of the applicant 29 

Microsoft Corporation 30 

One Microsoft Way 31 

Redmond, WA 98052-6399 32 

USA 33 

 34

Name and addresses of the experts 35 

2B Advice GmbH 36 

2B Secure Evaluation Body for Privacy (Legal) 37 

Head: Marcus Belke, Attorney at Law 38 

Wilhelmstr. 40-42 39 

53111 Bonn 40 

Germany 41 

marcus.belke@2b-advice.com 42 

 43 

TÜV Informationstechnik GmbH: 44 

Evaluation Body for Privacy (Technical) 45 

Head: Dr. Silke Keller 46 

Langemarckstrasse 20 47 

45141 Essen 48 

Germany 49 

s.keller@tuvit.de 50 

 51

Short description of the IT Service 52

Windows Genuine Advantage 1.7 53 

 54

More detailed description of the service 55 

Microsoft Windows Genuine Advantage (WGA 1.7) containing Validation, Notification, 56 

Legalization and Counterfeit Replacement. 57 

The results of the privacy audit are only applicable to WGA 1.7. The products must be used 58 

in the following environment: 59 

 60 

Operation systems: Windows XP Home Edition SP2, Windows XP Professional SP2, Internet 61 

Explorer 6.0 and higher. 62 
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 63 

The user of WGA 1.7 have to assure that the used Computer is protected sufficiently using 64 

virus scanning tools and firewalls against malicious code or direct attacks which may be used 65 

to harm the privacy functions of the TOE. 66 

 67 

Windows Genuine Advantage (WGA) 1.7 is a service to differentiate the genuine Windows 68 

experience from the non-genuine experience by reserving some Microsoft services and 69 

assets for customers on genuine Windows systems only.  70 

 71 

The user of a Windows XP Home Edition SP2 or Windows XP Professional SP2 with Internet 72 

Explorer 6.0 and higher will pass through a system genuine check prior to accessing 73 

downloads or updates marked as genuine-only. This genuine check performs validation tests 74 

of the system against several criteria for license legitimacy. The results of this system 75 

validation determine whether or not the user is given access to the marked downloads and, if 76 

not, provides appropriate reporting of software piracy. 77 

 78 

The WGA gateway 1.7 is being set up and operated by developing several components: 79 

 80 

- Validation 1.5 81 

- WGA Notifier Tool 1.7 82 

- Legalization 1.7 83 

- Counterfeit Replacement 2.0 84 

 85 

 86 

Validation 1.5 is the core service within the ToE. It is designed to detect “any software that 87 

has been activated through Microsoft using a Product ID that is now blocked by the 88 

company” because it is known to be used fraudulently. 89 

 90 

WGA Notifications Tool 1.7 is a tool that will raise awareness of the WGA program and the 91 

advantages of genuine Windows. It does so by detecting if the system is genuine, informing 92 

the user if their system is not genuine thru several user interfaces and providing legalization 93 

assistance as necessary.  WGA Notifications Tool makes use of Validator to detect if the 94 

system is genuine.  95 

 96 

Once a given system has been detected to be non-genuine, Legalization provides a means 97 

to legalize the system by offering the user an opportunity to purchase a legal copy and to 98 

alter the installation in place in a way that least affects this installation.  99 
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 100 

Purpose of the Legalization 1.7 and Counterfeit Replacement 2.0 process is to help 101 

Microsoft customers to replace a non-genuine copy of a Microsoft operating system with a 102 

genuine copy. This shall in particular be possible for the customers that received a copy that 103 

is not obviously an illegal copy. There are a lot of non-genuine copies being regularly sold to 104 

vendors and to end-customers where it is hard to tell whether it is a non-genuine or a 105 

genuine copy of a Microsoft product. To not upset those customers and to possibly find out 106 

more about the responsible persons behind those copies Microsoft provides genuine 107 

Microsoft operating system copies to the customer after he/she has filled in a counterfeit 108 

report and named the fraudulent reseller. 109 

 110 

Tools that were employed to the production of the IT-product 111 

• Microsoft Visual Studio.Net Professional 2003 112 

• Microsoft Office Professional Edition 2003  113 

• Microsoft Office Visio Professional 2003 114 

• Microsoft Office Project Professional 2003 115 

• Microsoft Product Studio 2.10 116 

• Microsoft Source Depot 3.0 117 

• Microsoft FxCop 1.3 118 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 119 

• Warbird 1.1.10 120 

• Product Studio, Version 2.10.6729.0 121 

 122 

Purpose and Usage Environment  123 

TÜV Informationstechnik GmbH (TÜViT), Essen – Member of TÜV NORD Group – and 2B 124 

Secure - the Evaluation Body for Privacy of 2B Advice GmbH - evaluated by order of 125 

Microsoft Inc., Redmond, Microsoft Windows Genuine Advantage 1.7 (WGA) from December 126 

2006 to August 2007. A legal audit of Microsoft’s statements, policies and specifications was 127 

performed to set the requirements for a technical audit which, in turn, determined that the 128 

program’s databases and implementation respect privacy concerns. The realization of the 129 

evaluation occurred on basis of documents, statements, and technical testing. MS has 130 

signed the Safe Harbor agreement for human resources and customer data on 29th of June 131 

2001. 132 

 133 

The major goal of Windows Genuine Advantage (WGA) 1.7 is to increase the shipment mix 134 

of licensed versus unlicensed Windows XP and Windows Vista. Even though Windows Vista 135 

partly uses the WGA 1.7 implementation, it is not part of this evaluation. Since the software 136 
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piracy problems lead to more and more revenue loss, Microsoft implements with the Target 137 

of Evaluation a service gateway and tools to make it more attractive to customers to use 138 

genuine software. Targets for Microsoft are to attract demand for genuine-only registration 139 

with an opt-in Windows “bonus” program (i.e. “Photo Story, Scientific Calculator, Security 140 

Tools, media player” download), align and launch “Genuine” Windows initiatives with 141 

targeting “bonus” content/downloads to campaign themes, enable a value added download 142 

experience for product or subscription customers in the Download Center (i.e. “Premium” 143 

Downloads): 144 

• by getting consumers to demand “genuine” Windows XP (based on awareness of 145 

ongoing value) 146 

• creating a customer feedback loop to OEM/SBs driven by consumer awareness of 147 

whether their Windows is genuine by reducing available product key inventory that can 148 

be pirated (drive activation of SLP PCs) without gathering explicit personal user data. 149 

 150 

Therefore, the Software does not aim to  enrich the user security or data protection strategy 151 

of a valid system. It is primarily a tool to protect Microsoft’s revenues from the products 152 

Windows XP and Windows Vista and part of the anti piracy strategy. It does protect users of 153 

non-genuine systems, by identifying manipulated and therefore unsafe Windows systems. 154 

 155 

Microsoft Windows Advantage Gateway 1.7 may be used on systems that are private, public, 156 

in companies or belonging to public authorities as long as the systems have Microsoft 157 

Windows XP, Microsoft Windows Vista and Internet Explorer 6.0 installed. But the usage of 158 

this software is conditionally to get future software upgrades or additional software from 159 

Microsoft, which will be distributed online to customers like private persons, companies or 160 

public institutions. 161 

 162 

Thus secondarily, it is important for all users of the Microsoft operating systems, whether 163 

they are located in authorities, in private companies or at home, that this system can be used 164 

within the rules of the privacy laws and without being afraid that data protected by privacy 165 

laws is being transferred. 166 

 167 
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Overall Modeling of the data flow 168 

If 1If 2 If 3If 4

If 5

Invoke

If 6

 169 
 170 
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The validation component provides the core functionality by retrieving and processing system 171 

information of the client computer as they are: Computer make and model, Version 172 

information for the operating system and software using Genuine Advantage, Region and 173 

language setting, a unique number assigned to your computer by the tools, Product Key 174 

(hashed) and Product ID, BIOS name, revision number, and revision date, Hard drive volume 175 

serial number (hashed) and  the IP Address.  176 

 177 

Only the Product Key, Product ID and Hardware ID are also transmitted from validation to the 178 

PA (Product ) webservice in order to check the “genuine” state of the system. Although, the 179 

Product Activation webservice and the involved data flow were not part of the evaluation, the 180 

evaluators have checked on a document basis the data going to the product activation 181 

service and the return value.  182 

 183 

The validation component sends a data block to the WGA database providing information on 184 

the validation performed together with data on the environment the validation was performed 185 

in. This data is then analyzed, aggregated and stored in the WGA database. If the system is 186 

detected being not genuine, the user will be informed on this circumstance by the WGA 187 

Notification Tool.  188 

 189 

Legalization and Counterfeit Report are not executed on the client computer but are basically 190 

web pages offering the user of the client computer the opportunity to legalize the system by 191 

either purchasing a valid copy or by receiving a free copy based on a counterfeit report 192 

entered by the user. Within the Counterfeit Report, the user has to give his contact 193 

information, contact information of the reseller that sold the software, the circumstances of 194 

purchase (e.g. Price, Date and Payment Method). Additionally there is information on the 195 

computer system that will be gathered by an automatic process (e.g. Operating System Type 196 

and Service Pack Status,…). All data is deleted as soon as there is no reason for storage like 197 

providing the genuine replacement software or further prosecution against the reseller.  198 

 199 

The IP Address is in general used to communicate with the Microsoft Service. The retention 200 

time for this usage of the IP address is seven days.  201 
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Besides that the IP Address is used during validation to look up the region where the system 202 

is located to identify regions were Non Genuine Copies are used more often. A person 203 

cannot be identified since the closest possible resolution would be the city. Only for Volume 204 

License Key users, it is used to also determine the domain name looked up in a public 205 

databases like RIPE. This means that the domain name resolved from the IP will continue to 206 

be stored, but only when it shows up together with to a volume license key. The IP address 207 

used within validation is in any case being deleted right after the lookup.  208 

 209 

The EV (Evaluation Vendor) browser on the server side is again a web application that 210 

allows a well-defined set of users closely related to Microsoft to cross-check Counterfeit 211 

Reports by examining either the CDs sent physically by the counterfeit victim with a 212 

reference to the Counterfeit Report or a scanned image of the CD sent by mail and stored 213 

together with the Counterfeit Report. The EV user has to decide whether the quality of the 214 

counterfeit is good enough to grant the Counterfeit Report sender a free copy. Otherwise a 215 

rejection letter is created. EV users are not customers but employees of either the Microsoft 216 

Corporation or of a third party and only receive pseudonymous data: CRID (Next number), 217 

Shortened Guide and the product by mail from the Microsoft Customer without further 218 

Access to the Microsoft databases. The only third party running the Evaluation Vendor Tool 219 

and that has also access to the MS WGA databases is IP Services Inc. This Vendor has 220 

committed itself to the “Standard Privacy Language for Contracts involving a Company 221 

Acting as an Agent for Microsoft”  that guarantee the necessary level of privacy protection.  222 

Further more the contract with the PID Vendors gives them strict rules how to go on with any 223 

occasions. The PID Vendor can only process data on the basis of these instructions given by 224 

Microsoft and  the evaluation vendor process can be regarded as commissioned data 225 

processing in the meaning of section 11 BDSG. 226 

 227 

Version of the requirement catalogue 228 

Version 1.2 229 
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How the product enhances privacy 230 

The product enhances privacy by using anonymized and pseudonymized data in most of the 231 

processes. The product uses sophisticated methods to discover and fight software piracy 232 

and counterfeit products without the usage of personal data. 233 

At the point where pseudonymized data have to be processed, a great importance is 234 

attached to the fact that these pseudonyms cannot be resolved to natural persons and the 235 

mass of data used in total cannot be used to identify a user.  236 

 237 

Even though much pseudonymous data is used to run the service it is technically insured 238 

that it is not possible to identify a natural person. In addition to the technical measures 239 

Microsoft implemented organizational measures to secure privacy. Besides the regular 240 

Microsoft Privacy and Security Guidelines in place, there are strict WGA team self – 241 

obligations that are in place to prevent any attempt of combination of information from other 242 

teams within Microsoft. These self-obligations and policies are controlled by an implemented 243 

regular auditing process within Microsoft and regard also data economy and data retention 244 

times for the use of the counterfeit replacement processes. 245 

 246 

A WGA policy prevents the usage of the data by other teams and audit processes in place, 247 

run by the Microsoft Privacy Specialists to check on a regular basis that the self-obligations 248 

are in place. For WGA Advantage team, the privacy specialists have to additionally 249 

demonstrate at least every six month that the Windows Genuine Advantage team: 250 

1. Does not share or merge WGA user’s personal or pseudonymous data with other teams 251 

in any way that would allow the WGA team or any other team to learn more about a given 252 

user. 253 

2. Collects only the information necessary to meet the WGA business needs and limits the 254 

use of pseudonymous and private data to what is required by the scope of the WGA 255 

services. 256 

3. Abides by all stated retention times, specifically those around the deletion of user’s IP 257 

addresses and the personal data collected through the Counterfeit Report. 258 

 259 

Beside the self obligations, ingenious techniques like one way hash functions are used to 260 

protect privacy. In all cases the hash that is created is in a smaller space and represents a 261 

significant data loss, ensuring that the hash is irreversible and not completely unique. 262 

Identifiers used by WGA are only usable for WGA purpose, because they are exclusively 263 

produced by the WGA team.  264 

 265 

Summary of the audit results 266 
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The TÜV Informationstechnik GmbH (TÜViT), Essen – Member of TÜV NORD Group - and 267 

2B Secure - the Evaluation Body for Privacy of 2B Advice GmbH – evaluated in order of 268 

Microsoft Inc., Redmond, the Windows Genuine Advantage Version 1.7 for Microsoft 269 

Windows XP in December 2006 to August 2007. A legal audit of Microsoft’s statements, 270 

policies and specifications was performed to set the requirements for a technical audit which, 271 

in turn, determined that the program’s databases and implementation respect privacy 272 

concerns. The realization of the evaluation occurred on the basis of documents, interviews, 273 

statements and technical testing.  274 

 275 

MS has signed the Safe Harbor agreement for human resources and customer data on 29th276 

of June 2001. 277 

 278 

Within the validation- and notification-part of the ToE, the vast majority of data collected, 279 

processed and used do not represent personal data even though a variety of pseudonymous 280 

data types are collected, processed, and used. However, no personal data within the sense 281 

of section 3 (1) BDSG, are collected, used, and processed, because of the fact that the 282 

reference list of these pseudonyms is not accessible to Microsoft. Even the UGUID, a unique 283 

number assigned to each user’s computer, has to be regarded as pseudonymous because it 284 

represents a hash value of the used hardware, which is even for Microsoft not re- 285 

engineerable. The combination of all aliased data does not give any hint to a natural person. 286 

Sufficient technical and organizational measures are implemented to guarantee that the 287 

pseudonyms cannot be uncovered.  288 

 289 

In the legalization and counterfeit replacement process, personal data is stored and 290 

processed. Due to the demand of separation, the used data is stored in different databases. 291 

One database with pseudonymous data is accessible to the evaluation vendors, that have to 292 

evaluate the quality of the counterfeit software and the second database, containing personal 293 

data of the applicant, is only accessible to Microsoft. An abdication of personal data in the 294 

legalization and replacement process is not possible, because on the one hand Microsoft 295 

needs personal data from the applicant to ship the genuine replacement and on the other 296 

hand they need the applicant as a witness in the process of enforcement and litigation 297 

against a fraudulent reseller. Regarding the principle of data reduction and data economy 298 

Microsoft erases personal data as soon as the purpose for which the data was stored, is 299 

achieved. Due to these justified interests, the collection, storage and usage of personal data 300 

is admissible by German data protection law. 301 

 302 
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With view to employees of the public administration or public officials the collection, 303 

processing, usage, storage and transmission of aforementioned data may be considered to 304 

be covered either by the permission of sections 13(1) BDSG and 14(1) BDSG in conjunction 305 

with section 14(4) and 16 BDSG or by the respective sections of the LDSG of the Länder, 306 

e.g. section 11 (1 Alternative 3) LDSG-SH and section 13(2) LDSG-SH as well as sections 307 

16 LDSG-SH. With view to employees of non-public bodies the collection, processing, usage 308 

and transmission of aforementioned personal data may be considered to be covered by the 309 

permission of section 28 BDSG. 310 

 311 

Microsoft has stated that they publish a new privacy statement with changes concerning  the 312 

counterfeit replacement process and the processing of data in the USA until the 1st of 313 

October 2007 at the latest. In total the user is well informed on the processed data.  314 

 315 

 316 

 317 


